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Abstract

In this paper a new and general stochastic approach
to find and identify dynamic gestures in continuous video
streams is presented. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are
used to solve this combined problem of temporal segmen-
tation and classification in an integral way. Basically, an
improved normalized Viterbi algorithm allows to continu-
ously observe the output scores of the HMMs at every time
step. Characteristic peaks in the output scores of the re-
spective models indicate the presence of gestures. Our ex-
periments in the domain of hand gesture spotting provided
excellent recognition results and very low temporal detec-
tion delays.

1. Introduction

Human gestures appearing in a natural environment are
movements rather than static postures. Consequently, a
vision-based gesture recognition requires the classification
of image sequences. Some previous works already demon-
strated that a HMM-based recognition can cope with the
variability and complexity of gestures or other human
movements (e. g. [1, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11]). All these approaches
use manually segmented image sequences.

Our new method, however, works with continuous
video streams and allows an automatic temporal segmen-
tation and a classification at the same time (see fig. 1). This
so called gesture spotting is related to the procedure of key-
word spotting in speech recognition. Our algorithm is an
adapted and improved version of a context free keyword
spotting method [4]. The first version of our approach was
introduced in [7]. In this paper we present new procedures
to increase recognition rates and to decrease the temporal
detection delays. It is also explicitly shown that our HMM-
based spotting method can suppress non-meaningful move-
ments.
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Figure 1: Spotting gestures in a continuous video stream

Every gesture is represented by a HMM λ1�λ2� � � � �λM

(see fig. 2), which has to be trained with manually seg-
mented video sequences. The features of the continuous
video stream (see sec. 2.1) are fed into the HMMs pro-
ducing a characteristic course of the output score at the re-
spective model. Using a normalized Viterbi algorithm (see
secs. 2.2 and 2.3), the output score of a HMM increases if
it describes the momentary input video stream well, other-
wise it decreases (example see fig. 3). The maximum score
of the matching HMM is reached at the end of a gesture.
Consequently, a peak finding algorithm can indicate which
gesture appeared in the video stream at what time. To ob-
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Figure 2: System overview
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Figure 3: Example output scores of two models (solid and
dashed); respective gestures end at image #100 and #400

tain a reliable peak detection, several postprocessing steps
and a set of decision rules have to be applied (see secs. 2.4
and 2.5).

2. System description

2.1. Spatial segmentation and feature extraction

A color histogram based segmentation method calculates
a sequence of binary images fb�t�x�y� containing only the
hand shape which forms a sequence of regions Rt in the im-
age plain [5, 6]. Afterwards, the image sequence is trans-
formed into a sequence of feature vectors vt .

Experiments showed that simple but fast calculable fea-
ture vectors for binary images fb�x�y� can be build out of
shape describing moments. The general moments of binary
images are defined as [2]:

mpq � ∑
x

∑
y

xpyq
� fb�x�y� � ∑

�x�y��R

xpyq
� (1)

The area A and the center of mass �x̄� ȳ� of the shape R can
be expressed as:

A � m00� x̄ �
m10

m00
� and ȳ �

m01

m00
� (2)

This defines the normalized central moments

µpq �
1

A�p�q�2��2 ∑
�x�y��R

�xp
� x̄��yq

� ȳ�� (3)

The Hu moment invariants (HMIs) hi are combinations of
the normalized central moments [2]. NH different HMIs up
to a particular order H indicating the maximum p� q of
the contained µpq can be constructed. They are invariant to
translation, rotation, size changes, and reflection.

The feature vector vt at time t is formed out of the Hu
moment invariants hi� t , the differences of the HMIs of suc-
cessive images Δhi� t , the difference of the shape areas ΔAt ,
and of the centers of mass �Δ x̄t �Δȳt�:

vt � �ΔAt �Δ x̄t �Δȳt �

h1� t � � � � �hNH � t �Δh1� t � � � � �ΔhNH � t �
T
� (4)

2.2. Normalized Viterbi algorithm

The used HMMs are semi-continuous since those models
are a good compromise between few training data and ac-
curacy of modeling [3]. Semi-continuous HMMs have a
codebook of mixture density functions (or prototypes) cal-
culated for the whole training data. The specific probability
density functions (pdfs) fsi�vt� in the states si, i � 1� � � � �N
are weighted sums of the prototypes.

The models are trained with the standard Viterbi algo-
rithm [3, 8]. Using the state pdfs Fsi� t � log fsi�vt� and
the transition probabilties Asj�si � logas j�si , the Viterbi al-
gorithm recursively accumulates and maximizes the local
score Dsi� t for every HMM state:

Dsi� t � max
j
�Dsj� t�1 �Asj �si ��Fsi� t � (5)

The output score, which is the score DsN � t of the last state,
is crucial to the continuous recognizing process. But the
standard Viterbi algorithm of eq. (5) cannot be used since,
depending on the average state pdfs Fsi� t , the output score
will permanently increase or decrease on the average. To
stabilize the average score, it has to be normalized to its
respective Viterbi path length [7].

For that reason, a local path length Lsi� t , which allows
recombining paths to have different lengths, is introduced
[4]:

Dsi� t � max
j

�
Dsj� t�1 �Ls j � t�1 �Asj �si �Fsi� t

Ls j� t�1 �1

�
�

Lsi� t � Lsk� t�1 �1 with k � index of best sj. (6)

2.3. Triggering new Viterbi paths

At any time t a new path may start in state s1 in competi-
tion with the normal continuation of the Viterbi path from
the preceeding state s1. This triggering happens if a score
threshold Dtr is higher than the local s1-score at time t � ttr:

Dtr � Ds1� ttr � (7)

A new path always starts with length

Ls1� ttr � 1� (8)

It should trigger at the beginning of a new gesture so that
the local scores of the respective model can increase quick-
ly. Apart from the following trigger method T1, two im-
proved trigger strategies were newly introduced (see T2
and T3):

T1: According to [4] the trigger threshold is Dtr � 0. A
new path starts with the score of the trigger threshold:

Ds1� ttr � Dtr � 0� (9)



Since the threshold is constant, this method triggers pas-
sively if the local s1-score is lower than the score threshold.

T2: An active trigger threshold can be defined accord-
ing to eq. (6) but with a constant smoothing length Ls:

Dtr� t � �Dtr� t�1 �Ls �As1�s1 �Fs1� t �
1

Ls �1
� (10)

If the pdf Fs1� t is rising at the beginning of a new ges-
ture and if Ls is small compared to the current Viterbi path
length Ls1� t , the threshold Dtr� t will increase faster than the
local score Ds1� t , and a new path will begin. An entry
weight W is added to the local s1-score at trigger time ttr:

D̂s1� ttr � Ds1� ttr �W� (11)

It will help the new path to be continued through successive
states.

T3: It is also possible to trigger a new path permanently
at every time t. Using the entry weight W of method T2,
the local s1-score becomes

D̂s1� t � Ds1� t �W (12)

with a constant path length Ls1� t � 1.

2.4. Score postprocessing

The output score D�λi�
sN � t of a HMM λi can be quite ragged

(see fig. 3). To simplify the peak search, the scores are
smoothed by averaging them from t�τsb to t�τse resulting
in:

D̄�λi�
sN � t �

1
τse � τsb �1

τse

∑
τ��τsb

D�λi�
sN � t�τ� (13)

After smoothing, the shape of the peaks can be optionally
optimized adding the temporal score difference to the score
itself using a mixture factor Cmix (see table 6 at sec. 5.3 for
effect):

D̄��λi�
sN � t � D̄�λi�

sN � t �Cmix �

h
D̄�λi�

sN � t � D̄�λi�
sN � t�1

i
� (14)

2.5. Peak finding rules

After that, four decision rules R1–R4 are applied to find a

valid peak at time tp [7]. The smoothed output score D̄�λi�
sN � tp

or D̄��λi�
sN � tp of model λi

R1: must be the maximum in an increasing score series
from tp � τpb� � � � � tp and a decreasing score series
from tp� � � � � tp � τpe,

R2: must be greater than a model dependent rejection

threshold D̄�λi�
thres,

# action # action

1 go to the front 7 reset
2 go to the left 8 grab
3 go to the rear 9 release
4 go to the right 10 grab on the left
5 take this 11 grab on the right
6 no 12 stop action

Table 1: Gesture catalog

R3: must have the highest score compared to the scores
of all the other models λ j, and

R4: must have a minimum temporal distance of tdist to the
last valid peak found.

The model dependent threshold of rule R2 is expressed by
a single relative rejection threshold Srel with the help of the
model specific maximum and minimum scores:

D̄�λi�
thres � D̄�λi�

max�Srel �

h
D̄�λi�

max� D̄�λi�
min

i
� (15)

3. Test data description

A catalog of 12 hand gestures (see table 1) forms the ba-
sis of the following tests. These gestures are planned to
be used to visually control a three-dimensional graphics
scene editor [5, 6]. In the experimental setup, the camera
was mounted above a uniformly colored table area looking
downward to the right hand of the user. Each of the 12 ges-
tures was recorded 30 times and stored as an isolated key
image sequence. All gestures were performed by a single
person. Each image sequence contained 70 non-interlaced
images at the European rate of 50 images (fields) per sec-
ond. The final size of the images was 192�144 pixels.

The image material was devided in 20 training and 10
test gestures. Continuous training and test video sequences
were generated out of the isolated training and test gestures
by linking them together using filler sequences of the length
Lfill (in images). The filler sequences contained linearly in-
terpolated feature vectors that smoothly connected succes-
sive gestures. The synthesis allows to control specific char-
acteristics of the continuous image sequences. Besides,
the real user behaviour is perfectly approximated: obser-
vations showed that mostly distinct gestures with smooth
transitions are performed. The 12 HMMs were trained with
the isolated training gestures. The continuous training se-
quences were used to determine the model dependent min-
imum and maximum scores of eq. (15). Finally the con-
tinuous test sequences were used to evaluate the spotting
system.



LfillSrel 35 70 105 140
average

r 0.91 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.878
w/o f 29.76 39.29 40.71 42.26 38.005

t̄d 10.73 12.51 14.08 15.41 13.183

r 0.88 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.855
0.05 f 13.10 18.75 20.00 19.05 17.725

t̄d 10.71 12.64 14.24 15.58 13.293

Table 2: Trigger method T1 (recognition rates r, false ac-
cept rates f , and average detection delays t̄d, different Lfill

and Srel)

4. Evaluation criteria and parameter settings

A gesture that ends at time tg is defined as correctly recog-
nized if the system indicates it at a time tp that lies within
an interval of �35 images around tg. The temporal de-
tection delay is td � tp � tg. The recognition rate r is the
“ratio of correctly recognized gestures to the total num-
ber of key gestures”. t̄d is the average detection delay of
correctly recognized gestures. The false accept rate f is
measured in fa/kg/h = “number of wrongly accepted ges-
tures/number of key gestures/hour” (in analogy to keyword
spotting, e. g. see in [4]).

The HMMs had 256 prototypes and 25 states, the fea-
ture vectors contain Hu moments up to the order H � 2, the
smoothing and peak detection intervals are τsb � τpb � 30,
τse � τpe � 1, the minimum temporal peak distance is tdist �
10. The tables 2–6 show results obtained without applying
a rejection threshold Srel and with an optimally adjusted
rejection threshold for the respective methods and param-
eters. The lengths of the filler sequences were Lfill � 35,
70, 105 and 140 to simulate the usual transition durations
between gestures.

5. Experimental results

5.1. Comparison of trigger methods

Table 2 shows the results applying the passive trigger
method T1. While a recognition rate of 88% for Lfill � 35
is acceptable, the false accept rate is very high, especially
for longer filler sequences.

The active trigger method T2 performs better at an opti-
mal entry weight of W � 90 (see table 3). But a recognition
rate of 91.5% at a false accept rate of about 8.4 fa/kg/h in-
dicates that the triggering is not reliable enough.

The results of trigger method T3 in table 4 show that
a permanent trigger gives the best results: at an optimal
entry weight of W � 120 the recognition rate is 99% at a
false accept rate of only 0.15 fa/kg/h.

WSrel 0 45 90 135

r 0.838 0.905 0.933 0.950
w/o f 40.625 35.150 32.470 38.633

t̄d 13.068 10.503 9.828 9.555

r 0.838 0.905 0.915 0.855
0.08 f 22.785 14.090 8.408 6.905

t̄d 13.068 10.523 9.858 9.313

Table 3: Trigger method T2 (r, f , and t̄d, Ls � 3, different
W and Srel, average for all Lfill)

Srel W r f t̄d
0 0.850 40.668 13.275

30 0.945 30.078 10.288
60 0.990 26.623 9.279
90 0.990 28.318 8.383w/o

120 1.000 33.453 7.760
150 1.000 42.710 7.205
180 1.000 66.223 6.498
210 0.983 90.193 6.078

0 0.838 22.220 13.278
30 0.935 9.880 10.340
60 0.985 3.378 9.253
90 0.988 0.625 8.3580.06

120 0.990 0.150 7.708
150 0.975 0.000 7.093
180 0.938 0.475 6.193
210 0.913 5.490 5.730

Table 4: Trigger method T3 (r, f , and t̄d, different W and
Srel, average for all Lfill)

5.2. Suppressing non-meaningful gestures

Table 5 shows the results of method T3 using only the first
half of the gesture models (see table 1) for recognition.
Since the test data still contained all gestures, these results
prove that the HMM-spotting can distinguish valid from
invalid movements very effectively: this time a recogni-
tion rate of even 100% and a false accept rate of 0 can be
reached (W � 150).

5.3. Decreasing temporal detection delays

Finally, table 6 shows that forming the output score accord-
ing to eq. (14) can clearly diminish the detection delays. A
mixture factor of Cmix � 0 indicates that the shape of the
output score remains unchanged (compare to table 4 at an
optimal entry weight of W � 120). Using a mixture factor
of Cmix � 3, the recognition results are even slightly better
while the detection delay decreases more than 55% down



Srel W r f t̄d
0 0.828 320.418 13.918

30 0.913 281.430 12.948
60 0.980 280.418 11.748
90 0.980 288.393 10.830w/o

120 1.000 288.273 10.265
150 1.000 331.073 9.743
180 1.000 402.143 9.228
210 1.000 446.668 8.808

0 0.828 54.940 13.918
30 0.913 35.238 12.950
60 0.980 16.785 11.725
90 0.980 8.808 10.8300.08

120 1.000 4.998 10.265
150 1.000 0.000 9.743
180 0.980 20.120 9.183
210 0.978 80.000 8.778

Table 5: Trigger method T3, first half of gestures (r, f , and
t̄d, different W and Srel, average for all Lfill)

Srel Cmix r f t̄d
0 1.000 33.453 7.760
3 1.000 40.088 3.413

w/o 6 0.970 40.313 0.753
9 0.918 39.970 -0.055

12 0.898 48.498 -0.608

0 0.990 0.150 7.708
3 1.000 0.150 3.413

0.08 6 0.950 2.323 0.773
9 0.863 2.575 -0.378

12 0.735 4.523 -1.175

Table 6: Trigger method T3, shape forming using eq. (14)
(r, f , and t̄d, different Cmix and Srel, average for all Lfill,
W � 120)

to 3.4 images. If the mixing factor is further increased, the
detection delay even turns negative but the recognition rates
decrease significantly.

6. Conclusion

A new HMM-based method for the combined temporal seg-
mentation and classification of video image sequences was
introduced. The approach was applied to the spotting of dy-
namic hand gestures in continuous video image sequences
and provided excellent recognition results. It could be de-
monstrated explicitly that our spotting method can success-
fully reject non-meaningful movements. The approach is

universal and can be applied to register any meaningful im-
age sequences in video streams.
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